Rider & requirements
STAGING
Staging must be provided and set up at least one hour prior to band's arrival for load
in. Stage dimensions: 24 feet of frontage with two 4 x 8 PA wings on each side for a
total width of 40 feet. 12 feet deep with a 4 x 8 drum extension in the rear. Stage must
be a minimum of 3 feet high. If stage is lower than 3 feet, a safety barricade must be
supplied across the front of the stage. Stage must be situated 10 feet off the rear wall
and no obstructions (basketball goals) overhead. A black drape/skirt will need to be
affixed to the front of the stage. A diagram of the staging requirements can be found
on the Reach and Teach website.

LODGING & HOSPITALITY

Six double hotel rooms are required checking in the night before the concert date.
Private dressing room, bathroom, and backstage area with food, drinks, water, and
coffee & creamer, required on concert day.

ELECTRICITY
Must have 220-amp service within 60 feet of the stage. Band will need to connect
directly into the power panel. If power access is beyond 60 feet, a feeder line will need
to be brought to the stage.

PARKING & SETUP

Parking is required for four cars, equipment truck and 40 ft tour bus with 240V 50AMP
hookup (shore power) if possible. Vehicles should be accessible at all times. Setup will
take place on the morning of the concert date. Access to the performance space and
electricity is necessary. Truck (24ft long by 13ft high) needs to be within 10ft of
entrance to the performance space. Truck must be able to be unloaded onto a
smooth hard surface. NO STAIRS. Eight students should be available to assist.

INTERNET ACCESS

Reliable internet access is required for streaming live video, text message giveaways
and various photo filter capabilities.

PERFORMANCE

Show must take place in space with standing room only and must be blacked out. All
overhead lighting should be turned off and external windows covered. Event involves
the use of a fog machine, which will occasionally set off the smoke alarm. Most local
fire departments will supply a fireman to monitor the event personally, allowing the
sensors to be disarmed during the event. Note: Glow sticks and beach balls are not
permitted.
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